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Demographic processes in animal networks
are a question of time: A comment on
Shizuka and Johnson
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1 Department of Collective Behaviour, Max Planck Institute of Animal Behaviour,
Universitätsstrasse 10, 78457 Konstanz, Germany,
2 Center for the Advanced Study of Collective Behaviour, University of Konstanz,
Universitätsstrasse 10, 78457 Konstanz, Germany,
3 Department of Biology, University of Konstanz, Universitätsstrasse 10,
78457 Konstanz, Germany, and
4 Edward Grey Institute of Field Ornithology, Department of Zoology,
University of Oxford, 11a Mansfield Road Oxford OX1 3SZ, UK
Correspondence — A.A. Maldonado, email: amaldonado@ ab.mpg.de;
D.R. Farine, email: dfarine@ab.mpg.de
doi: 10.1093/beheco/arz099
Submitted 23 May 2019; accepted 6 June 2019; published 19 June 2019.

Shizuka and Johnson (2019) highlight that demographic processes,
such as birth, dispersal, and death, represent an important set of open
questions in the ecology and evolutionary biology of social systems.
The authors make the case that the impacts of demographic processes
shape animal social structure. For example, the death of a group member corresponds to the loss of a node from the social network. From
empirical studies, we know that even short-term perturbations to a
social system (e.g., splitting a group for just 2 days) can have clear effects on network structure and subsequent group function that extend
beyond the immediate gain or loss of a node (Maldonado-Chaparro
et al. 2018). A pertinent first set of questions to address on this topic
are 1) when will demographic processes perturb social network dynamics, 2) what is our ability to detect such perturbations, and 3)
whether selection can promote behaviors that mitigate the effects of
perturbations arising from demographic processes.
One reason why demographic processes may not have impact on
social dynamics in the same way that social instability has is because
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of the time frame over which they occur. Here, context might matter. For example, the death of individuals can arise from different
sources: a death can be age related or can be predator induced.
These two contexts are unlikely to have the same impact. Older
individuals that occupy high ranks in societies, and therefore are
more likely to have an important role, often drop down the hierarchy before they die (Strauss and Holekamp 2019). Thus, the impact
of removing an individual from the population through age-related
causes could be anticipated by the system. By contrast, predation
can induce very rapid changes to the membership of social groups.
Effects of predation are likely to be more representative of the results of experimental studies involving the temporary removal of
individuals (Flack et al. 2006). Thus, not all demographic changes
are the same, and the impact of the perturbation they induce could
be context (and system) dependent.
Addressing the question of demographic effects on the formation and maintenance of social structure in animal societies is timely.
However, a challenge is that protracted events (such as the death
of an important individual) might have a weak signal, whereas sudden events might have a strong signal but correspond to very rapid
changes in the network. Both situations would make the impact of
perturbations arising from demographic processes difficult to detect.
For example, perturbations can be difficult to disentangle from the
underlying fluidity in social dynamics (Franz and Alberts 2015) or from
the uncertainty caused by measurement error or lack of precision in
the observational data (Davis et al. 2018). Thus, although many longterm studies have proven valuable for addressing questions about
changes in populations over time, these may not have the necessary
temporal resolution in their data to investigate demographic effects
on social structure. But, the future is promising. Recent technological
and analytical advances now allow us to collect fine-scale data on
social behavior spanning over long time periods (e.g., Alarcon-Nieto
et al. 2018). The implementation of such approaches will allow us to
construct the finely resolved long-term data sets needed to acquire a
deeper understanding of the potential effects that Shizuka and Johnson highlight. Thus, we propose that overcoming this new research
horizon will most likely require investing in collecting new data rather
than revisiting older studies.
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Shizuka and Johnson make a call for having greater consideration
of demographic processes in studies of social behavior. We support
their view that more explicit emphasis is needed on how life-history
processes, ecological change, and social instability can shape patterns
of selection operating via social structure. However, we propose that
doing so requires moving beyond classical approaches for collecting data. Alongside collecting fine-scale long-term data, we need to
continue developing the statistical tools necessary to overcome the
challenges of analyzing social data in a temporal domain (Farine 2018).
These will be necessary to, for example, identify the processes that
take place when demographic changes induce a perturbation on a
group or population. We are confident that the research community is
already starting to overcome these challenges, which will soon allow
us to address the new frontier highlighted by Shizuka and Johnson.
Funding This work was funded by the Max Planck Society, a grant from the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG grant FA 1420/4-1) awarded to D.R.F., and the DFG
Centre of Excellence 2117 “Centre for the Advanced Study of Collective Behaviour”
(ID 422037984).
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Complex societies, simple processes:
a comment on Shizuka and Johnson
Amiyaal Ilany
Faculty of Life Sciences, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan 5290002, Israel
Correspondence — A. Ilany. E-mail: amiyaal@gmail.com.
doi: 10.1093/beheco/arz107
Submitted 4 June 2019; accepted 8 June 2019; published 22 June 2019.

Recent years have seen a surge in studies that document the importance of social structure to a range of ecological and evolutionary
processes and their outcomes. These studies excite us because they
demonstrate the extent to which social relationships, and their summaries as social networks, are crucial to multiple aspects of individual
fitness and population-level processes. The importance of social networks implies that we should strive to understand how they form and
change. However, there is much to be done in this respect. In fact,
we have little understanding of the factors making some networks
so similar to each other, while others so different from each other. In
addition, we do not know much about the causes behind the stability
of many social structures.
The new review by Shizuka and Johnson (2019) suggests that simple processes such as birth and death can result in complex network
dynamics. This is a clear example of the nature of many complex
systems. Complex societies need not be the result of complex mechanisms. When trying to understand complex phenomena such as the
societies of animals, we should be pursuing first-order processes that
eventually lead to a large variety of relationships and structures.
This new work offers a way forward in understanding longterm
network dynamics. These are imperative to elucidate how sociality
influences fitness components such as longevity and reproductive
success. In addition, novel technologies now offer us the opportunity
to track social networks at much lower temporal scales. We will need
additional theoretical advances to gain insight into day-to-day (or
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even second-to-second) social dynamics. For example, we could ask
whether social response to temporary loss of group members, such
as that incurred by different daily foraging decisions, is similar to
the long-term response described by Shizuka and Johnson. As such,
understanding of long-term demographic and social interactions can
also inform short-term temporal dynamics.
And yet, the new review should remind us that even if we can
now track movement and social interactions with high resolution, we
should not overlook the insights gained by spending many years following the same populations (e.g., Barocas et al. 2011; Ilany et al.
2015). Short-term tactics can never fully explain how long-term strategies evolve, resulting in the emergence of complex societies.
The simple effects of population dynamics on social network structure presented by Shizuka and Johnson also highlight the importance
of modeling in order to generate null models and theoretical predictions of network dynamics. A growing number of publications describing the complex social networks of various species would tremendously benefit from a parallel theoretical work, but only a few such
models of animal social networks exist (e.g., Pinter-Wollman 2015;
Ilany and Akçay 2016a, 2016b; Cantor and Farine 2018). This situation
means that we mostly describe “patterns” without uncovering the
“processes” behind them. The new work is a step in the right direction, as it discusses simple processes that result in complex patterns.
References
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Placing the effects of demography on networks
in ecological context: a comment on
Shizuka and Johnson
Orr Spiegel1 and Noa Pinter-Wollman2
1 School of Zoology, Faculty of Life Sciences, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel
2 Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California
Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA
Correspondence — N. Pinter-Wollman, email: nmpinter@ucla.edu;
O. Spiegel, email: orrspiegel@tauex.tau.ac.il
doi: 10.1093/beheco/arz113
Submitted 7 June 2019; accepted 12 June 2019; published 6 July 2019.

The generative processes that determine the structure of animal so
cial networks (SNs) are understudied and may differ from processes
that generate other networks. Shizuka and Johnson (2019; hereafter
S&J) provide a comprehensive review of how demographic processes
shape animal SNs. In our opinion, this well-crafted manuscript presents an important step toward improving the study of the dynamics
of animal SNs.
We would like to add to S&J’s review by placing the links and
feedbacks between SNs and demography in a broader framework
that explicitly integrates the influence of ecology and behavior on
SNs. While some processes we highlight are mentioned briefly by
S&J, our framework (Figure 1) aims to integrate multiple genera
tive pathways of animal SNs to broaden the discussion and offer a
more inclusive view. Our perspective emphasizes the importance
of behavior as a central pillar in many of these processes and the
global ecological pressures on SN formation. First, as briefly mentioned by S&J, ecology can affect the nature of social interactions
(arrow #1). For example, plentiful resources can promote affiliative
interactions, while scant resources may lead to hungry individuals that are agonistic. Second, are the effects of demography that
S&J detail (arrows #2a–2c). A third pathway, which is overlooked
by S&J, (arrow #3) is the effect of ecology and spatial constraints
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Figure 1 A conceptual framework that places demographic effects within other
generative processes of animal social networks. Environmental conditions can
affect social networks directly through social behavior (arrow #1), through demography, as detailed in Shizuka and Johnson (2019); (arrows #2a-c), or through
effecting movement and space use (arrow #3). Blue arrows are indirect effects,
black are direct effects, and green are feedbacks, the dashed arrows (#4 and #5)
were not included in Shizuka and Johnson’s (2019) article.

on the movement of animals, which affect the formation of social
interactions and probability of encounters (Pinter-Wollman et al.
2017). For example, clumped and ephemeral resources affect foraging movements which can force encounters (Pinter-Wollman et al.
2014; Spiegel et al. 2016), thus serving as a generative mechanism
of SNs that adds to social preferences or tendencies. Furthermore,
in many cases, movement behaviors can affect demographic processes (arrow #4). For instance, individual variation in tendency to
disperse and in movement distances during dispersal (Cote et al.
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2010; Spiegel et al. 2017), may impact with whom the dispersing
individuals form new social links. Finally, SN structure can feedback
onto ecology, independent of demographic processes (arrow #5),
for example, via group foraging that depletes resources and forces
animals to move to new places and interact with new individuals.
This feedback, which is overlooked by S&J, would affect all the different generative processes.
We especially appreciate S&J’s discussion of the importance of
time scales on SN generation. Temporal dynamics of demographic
changes, and synchrony among individuals can profoundly impact
social structures. For example, singletons dispersing gradually
would have different impacts on SNs than abrupt departures of large
subgroups. Furthermore, it is important to note that many studies
of animal social behavior focus on processes, such as disease and
information transfer, that occur on much shorter timescales than
demographic processes like births and deaths. These short-term social dynamics are overlaid on networks that are formed by slower
processes (e.g., arrow #2a– 2c). Therefore, any advancement in the
way we study the formation of SNs will advance our studies of the
processes that occur on the SNs.
Together, the different timescales of network dynamics, spatial constraints on SNs, and feedback between ecology, demography, and
SNs highlight methodological challenges for obtaining data on both
life-long social networks and demographic events. SNs are mostly
studied in long-lived animals (Webber and Vander Wal 2019), requiring long-term research programs that track both demographic events
and social ties of individually identified animals. These programs are
expensive, and often suffer from incomplete data, especially about
social interactions. Furthermore, it is not always possible to study
an individual throughout their entire life or to distinguish between
mortality and dispersal events. Varying tracking durations can bias
results (e.g., shorter tracking for dispersers compared with residents,
or variation in tagging reliability). For example, such biases can place
certain individuals in central positions of a SN, not because they are
truly central, but because they have been tracked for the longest time.
Rapid technological development of bio-telemetry and image analysis
tools may provide solutions to these challenges (Krause et al. 2013;
Valletta et al. 2017).
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To conclude, we would like to reiterate our excitement of incorporating a demographic perspective into the study of animal social
networks when it is applicable and possible. We suggest that placing the demographic processes, nicely introduced by S&J, within the
broad ecological processes that impact animal interactions can lead to
a better understanding of the behavioral, ecological, and evolutionary
processes that govern animal sociality.
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Individual differences can affect how networks
respond to demography: a comment on
Shizuka and Johnson
Ipek G. Kulahci
School of Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University College Cork, Distillery
Fields, North Mall, Cork, Ireland T23 N73K
Correspondence — I.G. Kulahci, email: ipek.kulahci@gmail.com
doi: 10.1093/beheco/arz149
Submitted 30 July 2019; accepted 14 August 2019; published 31 August 2019.

At first glance, it would seem that we already know a lot about how
demographic events such as birth, death, and movement influence
animal social network structure. After all, population dynamics is a
well-studied aspect of animal ecology, and there is increasing empirical and theoretical interest in animal social networks. However,
as Shizuka and Johnson (2019) demonstrate, our knowledge of the
issues at the intersection of these two fields is actually at infancy. As
human-induced mortality rates continue to rise, understanding how
animal social networks respond to demographic events is becoming
increasingly important (Busson et al. 2019).
It is clear from reading Shizuka and Johnson’s stimulating review
that predicting if and how networks change after birth, death, and
movement is far from trivial. Multiple factors can influence whether
demographics have network-wide and long-lasting consequences. For
example, different types of integration processes and turnover events
can each lead to different outcomes (Shizuka and Johnson 2019). One
influential factor that has been mentioned in the review and deserves
emphasis is the role that individual behavioral differences play in driving how demographic events shape networks.
At a larger scale, species differences can influence not only the rate
at which births, deaths, and movement occurs but also if and how
animals adjust their social connections after these events. For instance,
individuals living in fission–fusion groups usually experience a more
dynamic social environment than those living in stable groups and,
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thus, might be more likely to respond in a way that allows the network to compensate for node losses or introductions. Consequently,
demographic events might not have long-lasting and wide-spread
consequences in some networks.
Yet, not all node losses and introductions are equal. Individual characteristics of a node can influence how its loss or introduction affects
its network. Some individuals are more social than others and these
differences are reflected in the presence and the frequency of network
connections (Krause et al. 2010). It is plausible that when highly social
individuals join a new network, they would initiate multiple connections that influence the network structure. Likewise, loss of a social
individual (either by death or dispersal) will disrupt the network more
than the loss of a less-social individual. For example, juveniles tend to
be more socially active than adults (Turner et al. 2018), and their death
or dispersal can result in a significant reduction in network connectivity. Additionally, depending on how social they are, individuals will
vary in their responses to the loss of a connection (or to the presence
of new conspecifics).
Animals sometimes preferentially connect with successful conspecifics (Kulahci et al. 2018) as doing so provides immediate and future
benefits (Kulahci and Quinn 2019). By introducing or removing successful individuals from a group, demographic events can indirectly
lead to network changes. For instance, a juvenile might learn a novel
behavior (e.g., more efficient way to utilize a resource) in his natal
group before dispersing into another group. This successful immigrant, after displaying the novel behavior in the new group, might
have a better chance of being integrated into the social network than
other immigrants do. Similarly, loss of individuals who possess knowledge that others do not have (McComb et al. 2001) can have striking
consequences. Consequently, new nodes can introduce new behaviors
and knowledge to the group, while loss of nodes can remove them;
and both processes have the potential to feedback on to the network
structure by influencing how existing group members respond.
One of the advantages of integrating different fields is borrowing
the strengths of each and combining them. Population biology has
informed us about species differences in birth, death, and movement.
Social network analysis has allowed us to adopt a new way of thinking
for linking individual differences to the overall group structure and for
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gaining insights into transmission processes by capturing both direct
and indirect connections (Croft et al. 2008). Now, in their exciting
review, Shizuka and Johnson provide a timely encouragement for exploring how demographic events and network dynamics interact with
each other. Our ability to predict how demographic events influence
networks is likely to be improved by gaining as much information as
possible about the species and the individuals we study.
Funding I.G.K. was supported by an European Research Council Consolidator grant
617509 to J.L. Quinn.
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Submitted 31 July 2019; accepted 14 August 2019; published 17 September 2019.

Shizuka and Johnson (2019; hereafter, S&J) highlight the important
role of demography in animal social networks. At its simplest, demography is the ecology of births and deaths; a topic covered thoroughly
by S&J. Variation in the number of births and deaths will influence
network properties (see Figures 2 and 3 from S&J). Classical ecology highlights that births and deaths lead to changes in population
size, growth (λ = Nt+1/Nt), and density. Density dependence affects
how animals live and die, thus influencing population growth through
regulation or limitation (Chitty 1960). The mechanism of this densitydependent feedback has potential to affect the adaptive value of phenotypic traits, including social network traits (Webber and Vander Wal
2018) and their distribution in the population. Some social network
traits may also be heritable (Brent et al. 2013). Changes in the distribution of an adaptive phenotype captures an evolutionary process with
the potential to influence population growth, an ecological process,
thus spotlighting density dependence as a prospective agent for ecoevolutionary dynamic (Morris 2011).
Identifying the causes and consequences of evolutionary change
in the wild is critical for evaluating how changes in phenotypic composition of populations may affect population growth and, therefore,
population density. The criteria suggested by Fussmann et al. (2007)
to demonstrate an eco-evolutionary feedback include: 1) documented
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change of abundance over several generations, that is, changes in
population density; 2) a record of genetic or phenotypic frequencies
and their changes over time; and 3) a plausible mechanistic link between ecological and evolutionary dynamics.
Most animal populations fluctuate in abundance over time, thus
inherently changing social network structure as individuals are born
into a network and/or are removed from a network by death or dis
persal. S&J highlight the proximate consequences of removing key
individuals from networks, but it is also important to consider when
new individuals are recruited into a population, the social position obtained, and how is their social position related to their parents social
position (i.e., heritability). Assuming centrality is adaptive, and S&J
deftly outline the influence of social network traits on fitness, there
is room to expand more precisely how this relationship subsequently
alters population density and the eco-evolutionary consequences of
this phenomenon.
Figure 1 presents one possible example. Assuming centrality is re
peatable, heritable, and adaptive (Brent et al. 2013; Vander Wal et al.
2015), central individuals will yield central offspring (Figure 1, criteria
1). This is an example of behavior influencing λ and, thus, population
density. As selective pressure for centrality occurs, the distribution of
centrality in a population may change through time. When heritable
and adaptive phenotypes influence fitness, there may be selection for
more central individuals over time (Figure 1, criteria 2). Importantly,
social network traits influence fitness (S&J and references therein).
However, the role of population density as a mediator between social traits and fitness remains largely untested. As populations grow,
changing density may influence how social network traits affect reproduction and survival, that is, the adaptive value of the behavior
(see Figure 1 in Webber and Vander Wal 2018). Mechanistic links be
tween ecological and evolutionary dynamics occur when the change
in distribution of a network trait over time (i.e., evolution) is correlated
with λ (i.e., ecology). Central to the notion of eco-evolutionary dy
namics is that the selection driven change in the distribution of a trait
in a population correlates, or creates a feedback, with an ecological
process (Smallegange and Coulson 2013). For social network traits,
this means positive selection where average centrality increases due
to higher population density and more individuals are recruited into
the population, thus increasing λ (Figure 1, criteria 3).
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Figure 1 One of many possible hypothetical scenarios outlining potential for social eco-evolutionary
dynamics. Individuals in networks A and B vary in their social position at t1, but population density
is the same. Green nodes represent individuals with four social connections and, in this example,
only individuals with four or more connections can reproduce (one green individual in Network A
and two green individuals in Network B). Networks Ai and Bi represent a subsequent generation (t2),
or time-step and, in Network Ai, there is one new individual recruited by the green individual in
Network A, while, in Network Bi, there are two new individuals recruited by the two green individuals in Network B. Recruited individuals from Networks A and B to Ai and Bi are assumed to inherit
qualities of their parents centrality, where only the most central individuals reproduce (Fussmann’s
criteria 1). As the frequency of central individuals increases over time, the difference in the average
phenotype (centrality in this case) can be calculated using, for example, selection differentials or
gradients (Fussmann’s criteria 2). In our hypothetical example of criteria 2, the difference between
the gray and blue distributions represents an increase in centrality, while the difference between gray
and red histograms represents a decrease. Changes in the distribution of a trait mark an evolutionary
process. If the difference in the distribution of a trait over time changes and this change influences
population growth (λ), this is a plausible mechanistic link between ecological and evolutionary dynamics (Fussmann’s criteria 3). In our example, the solid black line represents no change in λ as a
function of evolution, whereas the blue-dashed line represents a scenario where the positive change
in the mean value of a trait (Δ Trait) increases population growth, while the red-dashed line represents a scenario where the negative change in the mean value of a trait (Δ Trait) reduces population
growth. Taken together, this hypothetical scenario highlights the potential for density-dependent
social eco-evolutionary dynamics.
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Here, we rely on three notions tied to density dependence: density
affects population growth; density affects network structure; and den
sity may affect the adaptive value of social network traits. Coupling
density dependence with animal social networks extends the notion
of social eco-evolutionary dynamics, excellently highlighted in S&J,
more precisely to the principles outlined by Fussmann et al. (2007).
The field of eco-evolutionary dynamics is rapidly growing. The syn
ergy between population density and network structure in populations
that cycle or fluctuate provides a compelling framework for testing,
and reasonable expectation to discover, an eco-evolutionary dynamic
between the likely density-dependent adaptive value of social position
and population growth (Figure 1).
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The review by Shizuka and Johnson (2019) on “How demographic
processes shape animal social networks” identifies an important overlooked fact that demographic changes associated with death, emigration, or immigration can perturb social systems by disrupting existing
social relationships. Since social networks have become a powerful
way of quantitatively characterizing social relationship using various
social metrics such as degree, weighted degree, betweenness, and
cliquishness (cluster coefficient), the authors argue that the typologies
created by these graphs and their associated metrics can provide insights into not only the direct consequences of demographic changes,
but also the indirect ones that occur via rewiring.
Many hypothetical and real-world examples in their excellent review, along with simulations involving removals and additions, show
that demographic changes sometimes lead to large direct and indirect changes, but not always. I suspect that much of this variation
depends on the species’ social structure itself. In particular, societies
constructed of strongly bonded closed membership groups are likely
to respond to changing composition differently from fission–fusion
societies where individual comings and goings are common and
frequent. For example, in feral horses where female bond to males
forming harem groups to avoid sexual harassment (Rubenstein 1986;
Rubenstein 1994 and Rubenstein and Hack 2004), the disappearance
of the breeding male is likely to create social instabilities even if the
death of such a male does not immediately lead to the disintegration
of the group (Rubenstein, personal observations). In the short run,
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links among females strengthen, increasing the network metrics of
weighted degree and cliquishness, much like the example illustrated
in the review’s Figure 3d. Eventually, however, without the presence
of the long-term bonded male to fend off nearby sexually harassing
stallions and bachelor males, these males eventually break the bonds
among the females, integrating some of them in their existing groups
much like the graph in the review’s Figure 3e. Because kinship is not
typically involved in shaping the bonds among equids females (Tong
et al. 2015), continual male pressure erodes the bonds among females
making it unlikely that the entire clique, or module, will be incorpo
rated as a unit in the new male’s group.
In fission–fusion societies individuals regularly break and reform
bonds. In the horse’s close kin, the Grevy’s zebra, females spend time
with many males even though they show preferences for some over
others. Similarly, females show varying degrees of associations with
particular females, and the strength of these bonds often depends
on similarity of female reproductive state. When females are nursing young foals and come into postpartum heat, the presence of a
male can provide important protection from marauding and harassing
males (Rubenstein and Hack 2004). It is also common for these females to strengthen bonds among themselves. Weighted degree and
cluster coefficients among these females increase during this critical
developmental period and help insure that when territorial males
temporarily leave in search of other actively reproductive females, the
females with demanding young foals will remain united to amortize
vigilance costs of avoiding harassing males as well as predators.
What is interesting about fission–fusion societies is that there is
usually some resilience built into the system that can dampen the
potential harm associated with some of the indirect network rearrangements posited by Shizuka and Johnson’s (2019) simulations. In
a recent study on a population of the fission–fission bottle-nosed
dolphin in Sarasota Bay, FL in which dolphins were temporarily removed from the population for rehabilitation after being damaged
in boating accidents, Greenfield and colleagues (in review) showed
that removed individuals when returned to the population had fewer
strong associations than before they were harmed. Yet, the strongest
bonds usually remained. Typically, these were between mothers and
young or between male allies since male coalitions are essential for
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mating success and they take a long time to develop. Moreover, within
2 years, damaged individuals had increased to predamage levels their
number of strong associates even if the identity of the partners had
changed. Clearly, not all bonds are equally important and those that
are do not always permanently dissolve even though an individual’s
protracted absence could be construed as death.
Temporary adjustments to losses and the subsequent rewirings of
the kinds shown by the dolphins when reappearances occur are not
depicted in Shizuka and Johnson’s (2019) figures 2 or 3, but are likely
to be common. It is hard to predict “what ifs” using static network
graphs as employed in this review. We need to explore the important
role of demographic perturbations on social structure and their consequences for inherent social relationships using dynamic graphs and
their temporally constructed metrics that are more sensitive to the
time scale of change, because dynamic graphs do not average data
over long periods (Rubenstein et al. 2015).
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Births, deaths, and dispersal are universal processes in animal populations. In our review (Shizuka and Johnson 2019), we illustrate how
these fundamental demographic processes must play a role in shaping animal social networks. As Ilany (2019) elegantly put it, these are
simple processes that can generate complex societies. Spiegel and
Pinter-Wollman (2019) take this thinking a step further and present an
integrative framework embedding these demographic effects within
other ecological factors that shape animal societies. Vander Wal and
Webber’s (2019) comment on the role of social networks on density
dependence and eco-evolutionary dynamics exemplify the type of
extensions that we hope this review will instigate. Here, we wish to
highlight two key themes that emerge from the various commentaries: causes of variation in responses to demographic effects, and the
promise of technological advances in addressing some key questions
about the effects of demography on social networks.
Maldonado-Chaparro and Farine (2019) point out that demo
graphic processes do not always lead to detectable changes in social
structure and dynamics. For example, age-related death of individuals may not have the same effect as the loss of that individual due
to predation. In the former case, other individuals may be able to
anticipate the eventual demise of one of their members, and the resulting social dynamics may reduce the impact of the loss of those
individuals (Shizuka and Johnson 2019). But a larger question worth
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asking is whether demographic processes are important only in cases
where they result in detectable changes to social structure dynamics.
Because the turnover of individuals is a universal feature of societies,
our challenge is to find out why societies vary in their responses to
demographic change (Rubenstein 2019). From this viewpoint, understanding what promotes stability and dynamism of social structure in
the face of demographic change becomes just as important as the
ability to detect change when it happens. Taking the hypothetical
example of an individual’s death, what might be the social dynamics
that mitigate network change when the death of that individual can
be anticipated? Are such social behaviors under selection to promote
social stability, and if so, how do individuals (and which individuals)
gain fitness benefits from social stability? Alternatively, as both Kulahci (2019) and Rubenstein (2019) point out, stability or resilience
may be an underlying feature of certain societies such as those with
fission–fusion dynamics.
Many commentaries also highlighted the potential for new technologies for collecting behavioral data to transform our understanding of how demographic processes shape animal societies. Specifically,
fine-resolution data on social interactions may be necessary for disentangling when demographic effects perturb social dynamics beyond
their natural fluctuations (Maldonado-Chaparro and Farine 2019). Collecting data at fine temporal resolution over long time periods may
also help us address whether or not short-term processes build up
to long-term effects (Ilany 2019; Spiegel and Pinter-Wollman 2019).
We agree that these are critical questions and we are equally excited
about the promise of new tracking and data logging technologies to
transform our understanding of long-term social dynamics. But we
also emphasize that our aim should be to complement direct observations with autonomous data collection strategies, rather than substitute one for the other. Even with the rapid progress in the collection
of fine-scale behavioral data, we will still need to collect this data over
the timescale of generations to study the impact of demographic processes. In the meantime, retrospective analysis of existing long-term
research efforts is an important potential avenue for address pressing
questions about demographic effects of social networks. Moreover,
we should also acknowledge that new technology cannot substitute
the accumulated natural history knowledge gleaned from repeated
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observations of known individuals over their lifetimes (Ilany 2019). For
example, without long-term direct observations, we may not be able
to track the cultural transmission of novel foraging behaviors (e.g.,
Allen et al. 2013) because data-logging technology to track such behaviors could not be designed without first identifying the behavior.
Moreover, the design and implementation of new technologies should
be based on natural history knowledge about the ecology of social interactions based on direct observations. There is a reason that many, if
not most, successful applications of new technologies to study animal
social networks have leveraged existing long-term study populations.
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